
Siloed data and a lack of 
visualization tools make 
data indecipherable

Companies resort to 
Excel spreadsheets for 
connecting and analyzing 
data, resulting in stale 
data and manual work

It becomes hard to 
measure progress toward 
company goals and KPIs

Lack of next-level 
insights means leaving 
improvement 
opportunities and, 
therefore, profit on the 
table

IntelliShift Operations IQ
Uncover the hidden value of your data for operational intelligence

WITHOUT OPERATIONS IQ

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Operations IQ allows you to extract maximum value from your data and transform it into meaningful action. This 
powerful analytics and visualization tool combines all your data sets for deeper insights that stem from the 
interconnectivity of your end-to-end operations, including telematics, fuel usage and spend, safety, vehicle service, 
inspections, hours of service and video telematics.

With Operations IQ you’ll be able to easily visualize and extract the most valuable insights using multi-dimensional 
analysis capabilities. You’ll be able to slice, dice, analyze and “aha moment” your way to business insights that have a 
meaningful impact on your profitability.

BENEFITS

1. Turn fragmented data into profitable insights

With IntelliShift, all your data is in one place, providing both 
true cross-functional visibility and the foundation for 
powerful insights. Operations IQ allows you to uncover 
insights to optimize your operations and maximize your ROI 
from your mobile operations.



USE CASES

Maintenance cost-per-mile 
quarter-over-quarter trends

How outstanding inspection issues 
affect maintenance costs and out-of-
service hours three months later

Report to leadership on how the 
improvement in safety metrics has 
also benefited fuel spend and 
out-of-service downtime

Learn how to maximize your operations and bring executive-level insights to your day-to-day decision 
making. Let’s chat. 

DIFFERENTIATION

Operations IQ is different from competitors: It’s the only solution that allows you to create multi-dimensional reports and 
dashboards using your integrated operational data. By having your data sets already combined in one visualization tool, you’ll 
be able to look at it from all angles for faster, advanced intelligence that provides meaningful insights that affect business 
decisions at all levels. Operations IQ is also part of a comprehensive suite of solutions, so the value doesn’t stop with 
visualization and reporting, you can build business logic, forms, and optimize data rich process workflows to drive real value 
back to the organization. 

PART OF THE CONFIGURABLE INTELLISHIFT PLATFORM

IntelliShift is the leading platform for connected vehicle and asset operations, delivering unified data and actionable insights to 
intelligently predict and optimize business performance.

The IntelliShift platform unifies your data, people and processes – Operations IQ helps you consolidate data to maximize your 
operations and profit with end-to-end visibility and next-level insights. You’ll be able to turn your KPIs into reality and answer 
the big questions, such as “Where is our biggest area of opportunity to save money?,” “How is operator behavior affecting total 
cost of ownership?” or “Are our operations running at peak productivity?”  With its deep insights, Operations IQ turns day-to-day 
managers into strategic business partners, and executives into well-informed leaders that iterate and drive the change needed 
to meet critical KPIs.
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3. Connect your operations to your top-level
metrics and reduce time on consolidated reporting

Configure on-demand reports and dashboards according 
to your operational goals and business metrics. Leadership 
can define and track KPIs with executive dashboards that 
provide high-level insights on operations based on current 
top-level initiatives. 

Discover how much Operations IQ will save you.

2. Uncover opportunities for improvement at
every level

Analyze your trending data from every angle and viewpoint 
to uncover new insights to increase productivity, safety, 
accountability and – ultimately – profit.

https://intellishift.com/roi-calculator/
https://www.intellishift.com/request-demo/
https://www.intellishift.com/

